
 

 

Asian short selling jumps to three year high 

 
Demand to borrow Asian stocks surged in the wake of the recent market volatility. While short 
sellers have since pulled back slightly, the current demand to borrow shares across the region is 
still up by a fifth since the start of the year. 
  

 Short interest across Asia is up by 18% year to date, reaching 2.7% of free float 

 Consumer sectors have made Australia the most shorted country in the region 

 But Japanese short selling has been relatively flat since the start of the year 
 

The impact of the recent Chinese-driven 
market volatility has seen short sellers 
increase their positions across the globe. Asia, 
which has been at the centre of the recent 
macroeconomic issues, has been no 
exception.  
 
The Asian market’s long-short ratio, a 
measure of the value of long positions sitting 
in lending programs to short positions, fell to 
a three year low during the worst of the recent 
volatility in late September. Over this low 
there were eight dollars of long positions to 
cover every short position, down from 12 at 
the start of the year. While the trend has 
fallen back somewhat in the last few weeks, 
the long-short ratio still indicates that the 
overall demand to sell the region’s shares is 
very much at an elevated state. 

 
 
Free float on loan surges 
This elevated demand to sell short across the 
region is also reflected in the average free 
float out on loan across the constituents of 
the Vanguard FTSE Pacific ETF, the largest 

pan-Asian ETF by AUM. The fund’s current 
1000 constituents now have an average of 
2.7% of their free float out on loan, which is 
18% higher than at the start of the year. That 
number had been bound in the 2-2.3% range 
for the 18 month leading up to this summer’s 
volatility.  
 

 
 
While this propensity to sell short has been 
universal across the region, as seen by the 
fact that all six constituent countries tracked 
by the ETF have seen an increase in demand 
to borrow since the start of the year, the 
recent volatility has seen some countries 
more heavily targeted than others.  
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Leading this trend is Australia, where the 146 
of ETF constituents have seen a 46% 
increase in average demand to borrow. This 
is over twice that seen in the rest of the 
region and increases the country’s lead as 
the most shorted country in Asia.   
 
Interestingly, the firms leading the increase in 
Australian short selling are more closely 
linked to the country’s consumer sector rather 
than the downtrodden energy and 
commodities sectors. These sectors are very 
much a “second derivative” play as the 
Australian consumers trim back on spending 
in the wake of cutbacks in the commodities 
sector.  

 
 
 
The two firms exemplifying this trend are 
Metcash and Flight Centre. 
 
 
 
 

Japan bucks the trend 
One country that has been relatively immune 
from the recent trend is Japan as the 
Japanese constituents of the Asia ETF have 
only seen a marginal increase in demand to 
borrow over the last 11 months with 2.5% of 
their free float out on loan. The relative 
reticence of short sellers in the country makes 
sense given the recent willingness of 
Japanese policy makers to kick-start growth 
through quantitative easing, which has a 
propensity to benefit equity prices. 
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